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ABSTRACT 

Method and apparatus are provided for making a ?lter 
element by spinning ?bers from one or more dies onto a 
collector, including designated combinations providing des 
ignated ?lter characteristics. 
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MAKING 
FILTER ELEMENT, INCLUDING 

MULTI-CHARACTERISTIC FILTER ELEMENT 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATION 

[0001] This application is a continuation-in-part of US. 
patent application Ser. No. 11/273,101, ?led Nov. 14, 2005. 

BACKGROUND AND SUMMARY 

[0002] The invention relates to ?lter elements and meth 
ods and apparatus for making same. 

[0003] The invention arose during continuing develop 
ment efforts directed toWard coalescers as in the noted parent 
application, and to various other types of ?lters, including 
particulate ?lters, and including engine crankcase ventila 
tion ?lter element cartridges. The invention includes method 
and apparatus for making ?lter elements having multiple 
?lter characteristics. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Parent Application 

[0004] FIGS. 1-3 are taken from the noted parent appli 
cation. 

[0005] FIG. 1 is a schematic perspective vieW illustrating 
a method for making a coalescer in accordance With the 
parent application. 

[0006] FIG. 2 is like FIG. 1 and shoWs a further embodi 
ment. 

[0007] FIG. 3 is a graph illustrating coalescer character 
istics in accordance With the parent application. 

Present Application 

[0008] FIG. 4 is a schematic perspective vieW illustrating 
the invention. 

[0009] FIG. 5 is a side vieW of the system of FIG. 4 and 
illustrating a further embodiment. 

[0010] 
[0011] 
ment. 

[0012] FIG. 8 is a top plan vieW of the system of FIG. 7. 

[0013] FIG. 9 is like FIG. 8 and shoWs another embodi 
ment. 

[0014] FIG. 10 is like FIG. 7 and shoWs another embodi 
ment. 

[0015] FIG. 11 is a top plan vieW ofthe system ofFIG. 10. 

[0016] FIG. 12 is like FIG. 11 and shoWs another embodi 
ment. 

[0017] FIG. 13 is like FIG. 7 and shoWs another embodi 
ment. 

[0018] FIG. 14 is a top plan vieW ofthe system of FIG. 13. 

[0019] FIG. 15 is like FIG. 14 and shoWs another embodi 
ment. 

FIG. 6 is a perspective vieW ofa portion of FIG. 4. 

FIG. 7 is like FIG. 4 and shoWs a further embodi 
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[0020] FIG. 16 is like FIG. 7 and shoWs another embodi 
ment. 

[0021] FIG. 17 is a top plan vieW ofthe system ofFIG. 16. 

[0022] FIG. 18 is like FIG. 17 and shoWs another embodi 
ment. 

[0023] FIG. 19 is like FIG. 17 and shoWs another embodi 
ment. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

Parent Application 

[0024] In the preferred embodiment, the parent application 
uses melt bloWing techniques for making a coalescer in 
accordance With the parent application. Melt bloWing tech 
niques for particulate ?lters are knoWn in the prior art, for 
example US. Pat. Nos. 6,860,917, 3,755,527, incorporated 
herein by reference. Referring to FIG. 1, and also noting the 
description in incorporated US. Pat. No. 6,860,917, Col. 3, 
lines 25+, pellets of thermoplastic polymer, for example 
polyester, polypropylene, polyetherester, polyamide, poly 
urethane, polyphenylene sul?de, nylon, ethylene acrylic 
copolymer, polystyrene, polymethylmethacrylate, polycar 
bonate, silicones, polyethyleneter-phthalate, or blends or 
mixtures of these, are introduced into a pellet hopper 1 of an 
extruder 2. The thermoplastic polymer is forced into a die 
head 3 by the extruder 2 Which is driven by drive 4. The die 
head 3 may contain heating means 5 Which may control the 
temperature in the die head 3. The thermoplastic polymer is 
then forced out of a roW of die openings 6, also knoWn as 
spinnerets, in the die head 3 into a gas stream Which 
attenuates the thermoplastic polymer into ?bers 7 Which are 
collected on a moving collecting device 8 such as a rotating 
mandrel or drum 9 to form a continuous Web 10. The gas 
stream Which attenuates the thermoplastic polymer is sup 
plied through gas jets 11 and 12, for Which further reference 
may be had to FIG. 2 of above noted incorporated US. Pat. 
No. 3,755,527. The gas slots 11 and 12 are supplied With a 
hot gas, preferably air, by gas lines 13 and 14. Reference is 
also made to US. Pat. No. 3,978,185, incorporated herein by 
reference, for shoWing a melt bloWing process. Typically, 
melt bloWn ?lter cartridges are made by extruding a polymer 
through ori?ces associated With a melt bloWing die to form 
?bers Which are directed toWard a collector. During melt 
bloWing, a How of inert gas (e.g. air) acts on the molten 
?bers so as to attenuate the ?bers to relatively ?ne diameter 
and to randomly distribute the attenuated ?bers onto the 
collector. A mass of non-Woven, randomly intermingled 
solidi?ed ?bers builds up on the collector. Collector 8 
provided by rotary mandrel 9 collects and rolls the ?bers into 
an annular ?lter roll 15. 

[0025] In one aspect, the parent application provides a 
method for producing essentially continuous, long ?bers of 
polymer With varying diameter by a melt bloWn process. The 
?bers are Wound into a form of de?ned shape to produce the 
coalescer element With graded ?ber diameter and porosity 
characteristics. The coalescer coalesces a medium having 
tWo immiscible phases, namely a continuous phase and a 
dispersed phase. The continuous phase ?oWs from upstream 
to doWnstream. The coalescer element is provided by ?brous 
media capturing droplets of the dispersed phase, coaslesc 
ingly groWing the droplets into larger drops Which further 
coalesce and groW to form pools that drain. In one preferred 
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embodiment, it is desirable for the coalescer media proper 
ties to vary as a function of depth. In coalescer applications 
such as crankcase ventilation coalescers, mist removal ?l 
ters, fuel Water coalescers, and oil Water separators, it is 
desirable in one preferred embodiment for porosity and/or 
?ber diameter to decrease With increasing distance into the 
media, reaching a minimum at mid depth, i.e. someWhere 
betWeen the up stream and doWnstream ends, and then for the 
porosity and/or ?ber diameter to increase and become more 
open With further increasing distance into the media from 
mid depth to doWnstream, approaching the doWnstream 
face. This U-shaped pro?le is further described hereinafter, 
e.g. FIG. 3, providing decreasing ?ber diameter and/or 
porosity from upstream to mid depth, and then increasing 
?ber diameter and/or porosity from mid depth to doWn 
stream. The decreasing porosity and ?ber diameter results in 
loWer restriction in the upstream portions of the coalescer. 
The minimum ?ber diameter and/or porosity is Where maxi 
mum removal ef?ciency is obtained. The subsequent 
increase in porosity and ?ber diameter, proceeding from mid 
depth to doWnstream, facilitates drainage and release of 
captured droplets from the coalescer. 

[0026] A variety of methods have been used to vary 
coalescer media properties as a function of depth. For 
example, different media layers can be stacked to obtain 
such effect. Coalescing ?lters, for example, are constructed 
of an inner, high ef?ciency coalescing layer, and an outer, 
coarser drainage layer. In some applications, multiple layers, 
e.g. perhaps as many as seven distinct layers, are used to 
achieve the noted bene?ts. Typically, this may be done by 
rolling or pleating different media sheets together in layers 
or by melt bloWing, including melt spinning, different layers 
on top of one another. Each layer may consist of a different 
material to be obtained and handled in production. Each 
layer may require a different step and/or piece of equipment 
for handling and production. Transitions betWeen layers tend 
to be abrupt or exhibit a step function change, Which can 
result in corresponding discontinuities in ?uid How and may 
result in increased restriction and reduced life and capacity. 

[0027] In one aspect of the parent application, a method is 
provided for producing coalescer elements, including for 
crankcase ventilation and mist removal coalescers, and for 
other types of coalescers using ?brous coalescer media in 
Which it may be desirable to vary ?ber diameter and/or 
porosity as a function of depth into the coalescer. Fibers are 
created of essentially continuous length by melt bloWing 
from a suitable thermoplastic polymer, for example those 
noted above. The ?bers are collected onto a turning/spin 
ning/rotating mandrel or other suitable collector of suitable 
cross-sectional shape, e.g. circular, oval, elliptical, race 
track, triangular, rectangular, diamond, trapeZoidal, star 
shaped and so on. In one aspect, the diameter of the 
individual ?bers is varied as they are produced to create long 
?bers that have different diameters at different points along 
their length. In a further aspect, the diameter of the ?bers is 
controlled as they are produced relative to the thickness of 
the coalescer media being formed on the mandrel in order to 
create a coalescer element With coalescer media properties, 
eg ?ber diameter and/or porosity that vary as a function of 
depth. In another aspect, the collector, or mandrel, and the 
melt bloWing die are moved relative to one another in a one, 
tWo or three dimensional manner. 
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[0028] FIG. 1 schematically illustrates the noted method. 
It shoWs a melt bloWing process, including the noted hopper 
1 containing the polymer pellets, the melt pump 4, the air 
lines 13, 14, the die 3, the mandrel 9, the ?bers 7, and the 
formed coalescer element 15. Also illustrated is a three 
dimensional coordinate system having X, Y and Z axes 
orthogonal to each other, Wherein the collector 8 provided by 
rotating mandrel 9 rotates about the Z axis and is spaced 
from die 3 along the X axis. The length of die 3 along the 
Z axis is typically less than that of element 15 in order to 
alloW relative movement of die 3 and collector mandrel 9 
during production of element 15 Without signi?cant over 
spray of the ?ber 7. Fiber diameter along the length of the 
?ber is varied during production of the ?ber by: varying the 
distance betWeen the die and the collector/mandrel by mov 
ing the die and collector/mandrel relative to one another in 
the X and/or Y directions; and/or controlling the relative 
position of the die and the collector/mandrel to one another 
in the X, Y and Z directions; and/or controlling polymer 
throughput; and/or controlling air pressure and/ or How rate; 
and/or controlling mandrel speed, eg by moving the die and 
collector mandrel relative to one another in X, Y and/or Z 
directions and/or controlling mandrel rotation speed about 
the Z axis; and/or temperature of the polymer. These factors 
also affect the porosity and ?ber orientation of the coalescer 
media. For example, by moving the relative positions of the 
die and collector back and forth in the Z direction, the 
orientation of ?bers is reversed upon such change in direc 
tion of the collector or die. This creates a crossed pattern of 
interlocking ?bers that increases the structural integrity of 
the resultant element, and facilitates drainage of coalesced 
liquid, for example as set forth in commonly oWned co 
pending U.S. patent application Ser. No. 11/230,694, ?led 
Sep. 20, 2005, incorporated herein by reference. 
[0029] Porosity can also be controlled by applying pres 
sure to the media. FIG. 2 is like FIG. 1 and uses like 
reference numerals from above Where appropriate to facili 
tate understanding. A method of controlling porosity is 
provided through the use of a compression roller 16. By 
controlled use of compression roller 16 to apply pressure on 
coalescer element 15 and by controlling the pressure/force 
With Which compression roller 16 rolls against element 15, 
porosity can be controlled during element production. Fiber 
diameter and/ or porosity is controlled as a function of depth 
Without using different layers of different media providing 
composite or laminate structures. 

[0030] Fiber diameter is also a function of the types of 
thermoplastic polymer introduced into the hopper. This can 
be used to advantage to create higher performance coalescer 
elements. For example, by mixing pellets of tWo or more 
different types of compatible polymers, for example tWo 
polyesters With different melting points, in the hopper, and 
melt bloWing the resultant mixture, ?bers of tWo or more 
different diameters, chemical and physical characteristics 
can be simultaneously melt bloWn and laid doWn at the same 
location With respect to depth in the element. If for example, 
the tWo polymers have different melting points, one Will cool 
faster than the other, and the one With the loWest melting 
point Will bond strongly to the other type and increase the 
overall strength and structural integrity of the media, While 
creating a bi-modal ?ber diameter distribution, With the ?ber 
diameter of each mode varied during ?ber production. 
Similarly, restriction and removal, for example, can be 
optimiZed by blending a small percentage of a polymer that 
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yields large diameter ?bers With a higher percentage of a 
polymer that yields ?ner ?bers. Alternatively, the structural 
integrity of the element, for example, can be increased by 
blending a small percentage of a polymer that yields large 
diameter strong ?bers With a higher percentage of a polymer 
that yields ?ner ?bers better suited to capture ?ne contami 
nants but lacking in structural integrity. Drainage of coa 
lesced liquid from a coalescer and reduced restriction may 
be obtained by blending a relatively highly Wetting polymer 
With a relatively non-Wetting polymer. To further optimiZe 
coalescer media structure, one could vary the relative 
amounts of the different types of ?bers as a function of depth 
by controlling the relative amounts of the different polymers 
in the hopper or being pumped to the die. The combinations 
produce elements particularly Well suited for coalescer 
applications, including crankcase ventilation ?lters, mist 
removal ?lters, fuel Water coalescers, and oil Water separa 
tors. Such elements coalesce and remove contaminant drop 
lets from the ?uid stream. They achieve high removal 
ef?ciency, to facilitate drainage of coalesced liquid contami 
nant, to have high contaminant holding capacity and long 
service life. 

[0031] As an example, in a ?rst coalescer embodiment, 
?bers having at least a bi-modal ?ber diameter distribution 
are Wound in a roll as a single sheet but effectively providing 
multiple layers in an element roll 15 achieving a porosity 
Which varies as a function of depth. The average diameter 
for the smaller ?bers in the ?ber distribution is in the range 
of 0.05 to 10 um (microns), depending on the e?iciency 
requirements. The function of these ?bers is to remove ?ne 
contaminant With high e?iciency. The coarser ?bers have 
diameters from 20 to 100 pm to facilitate drainage. These 
elements are made as depth type elements With a minimum 
thickness of 10 mm. In order to make the elements physi 
cally robust and simultaneously generate ?bers of tWo 
different diameters, tWo different types of polymers are used, 
eg 95% PBT (polybutyleneterphthalate) polymer and 5% 
PET (polyethyleneterephthalate) polymer is used. The aver 
age ?ber density is l.38 grams per cubic meter, and the 
average element porosity is greater than 80%. The use in 
combination of ?ne and coarse ?bers, i.e. an individual ?ber 
With differing diameters at different points along its length, 
results in high ef?ciency, good drainage properties, and loW 
droplet re-entrainment. The removal ef?ciency for a neW 
element is greater than 90% for ultra ?ne oil mist and soot 
While testing on a diesel engine in application to crankcase 
ventilation. The droplet siZe of oil mist ranges from less than 
0.03 pm to 10 um, While an average diameter is in the range 
of 0.4 to 1.0 um. An efficiency of greater than 80% is 
obtained, even for the oil saturated stage of the coalescing 
process. 

[0032] In a second coalescer embodiment example, the 
same polymer mixture is used to achieve a bi-modal distri 
bution, hoWever the distance betWeen the die and collector 
mandrel is decreased at the beginning of coalescer element 
production (e.g. near the center 1511 of an annular element 15 
adjacent the mandrel), then gradually increased near the 
middle of element production, e.g. mid depth 15b for the 
media, and then decreased again near the end of the element 
production, eg at the outer portion 150 of the annular 
element. This is achieved by moving the die 3 and mandrel 
9 relative to one another in the X direction. Simultaneously, 
the die 3 and mandrel 9 may be moved relative to one 
another in the Z direction to achieve a desired ?ber orien 
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tation. This results in an element structure With coarser ?bers 
of both types near ?lter face 15a to facilitate removal of 
coarser contaminants, but not ?ner contaminants, at the 
upstream side of the element When used in an inside-out ?oW 
geometry. Fiber diameter is at a maximum at regions 15a 
and 150, and is at a minimum at region 15b. Fiber diameter 
decreases from region 1511 to 15b, and then increases from 
region 15b to region 150. Porosity is at a maximum at 
regions 15a and 150, and is at a minimum at region 15b. 
Porosity decreases from region 1511 to region 15b, and then 
increases from region 15b to region 150. Fiber diameter and 
porosity vary as a function of distance outWardly from 
mandrel 9, i.e. vary as a function of ?lter depth from region 
1511 to region 15b and from region 15b to region 150. This 
is illustrated in FIG. 3 shoWing distance from the center of 
the mandrel along the abscissa or horiZontal axis, Which is 
the radial depth of the element 15, and shoWing along the 
ordinate or vertical axis the relative ?ber diameter and 
relative porosity. The noted variance of ?ber diameter and 
porosity decreasing from region 1511 to 15b is shoWn at 
doWnWard slopes 17, 18, and the ?ber diameter and porosity 
at mid depth region 15b is shoWn at 19, 20, and the 
increasing ?ber diameter and porosity from mid depth 
region 15b to doWnstream region 150 is shoWn at 21, 22, 
resulting in a U-shaped pro?le 23. 

[0033] The noted U-shaped pro?le 23, FIG. 3, results in a 
net loWering of the total restriction across the coalescer 
element. The noted varying ?ber diameter has a U-shaped 
pro?le 23 in a plot, FIG. 3, of element depth along the 
abscissa versus ?ber diameter along the ordinate, With 
minimum ?ber depth diameter at the bight 19 of the U at the 
noted mid depth 15b. LikeWise, the noted varying porosity 
has a U-shaped pro?le in a plot of element depth along an 
abscissa versus porosity along an ordinate, With minimum 
porosity at the bight of the U at the noted mid depth 15b. 
Fiber diameter and porosity decrease from region 1511 to 
region 15b Where a minimum is achieved for both param 
eters at Which point removal and restriction is highest. From 
this minimum, ?ber diameter and porosity again increase 
from region 15b to region 150 to reduce restriction and 
facilitate drainage of captured coalesced liquid from the 
coalescer. The gradual change in both ?ber diameter and 
porosity avoids the How discontinuities and contaminant 
build-up discontinuities inherent in multi-media elements 
having different layers or sheets of different media material 
and/or different layers or sheets of different ?ber diameter 
and/or different layers or sheets of different porosity. Instead, 
the gradual change in both ?ber diameter and porosity in the 
application, eg along the noted individual continuous ?ber, 
eliminates step-change discontinuities and reduces restric 
tion and increases service life of the coalescer. In a coalescer, 
capillary pressure holds the droplets in place. If a step 
change is encountered, eg a large pore doWn to a small 
pore, then movement of the droplet is Working against 
capillary pressure to get the droplet to move into the smaller 
pore, Which signi?cantly increases restriction. This undesir 
able characteristic is avoided in the present system by 
providing a gradual change, e.g. avoiding formation of 
different layers and trying to force droplets therethrough. For 
dispersed phase Wetted media, this is particularly signi?cant 
in the uphill portions 21, 22 of the noted U-shaped pro?le 
23. For dispersed phase non-Wetted media, this is particu 
larly signi?cant in the doWnhill portions 17, 18 of the noted 
U-shaped pro?le 23. The parent application gradually varies 
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the ?ber diameter of the same such given individual ?ber 
from a ?rst diameter in a ?rst annular region to a second 
diameter in a second annular region (eg from 1511 to 15b 
and/or from 15b to 150) to provide a gradual transition 
therebetWeen, eliminating abrupt step function changes and 
corresponding discontinuities, including in ?uid ?oW veloc 
ity and pressure drop characteristics, Which otherWise 
increase restriction and reduce life and capacity. 

[0034] The above examples note annular element rolls 
having a closed loop shape, e.g. circular, oval, elliptical 
racetrack, triangular, rectangular, diamond, trapeZoidal, star 
shaped, and so on. In some applications, packaging or other 
reasons may dictate other shapes or open shapes, such as ?at 
panel con?gurations. These may be made from the noted 
closed loop annular shape by cutting. or splitting the result 
ant element axially along a plane parallel to the axis of the 
annulus to provide a panel element or the like or otherWise 
obtain a desired cross-section. 

[0035] In the parent application the diameter of individual 
?bers of the coalescer is controlled and varied along the 
length of the ?ber. Fiber diameter, pore siZe and/or porosity 
are varied as a function of depth in the coalescer element and 
is accomplished using the same media and same media 
sheet, ie the same media and media sheet is used to obtain 
a Wide range of properties. Fiber diameter, pore siZe and/or 
porosity may be varied continuously and gradually, elimi 
nating the noted stepichanges in media properties as a 
function of depth and avoiding the corresponding disconti 
nuities in ?uid ?oW velocity and pressure drop characteris 
tics Within the element, resulting in longer lasting elements. 
The noted gradual continuous changes may be achieved by 
varying and controlling the melt bloWn production param 
eters, including for example the distance betWeen the die and 
mandrel/collector, the relative position of the die and man 
drel to one another, polymer throughput, air pressure, How 
rate, mandrel/ collector speed, and temperature. Media prop 
erties as a function of depth may be varied and controlled by 
moving the die and collector relative to one another in the X, 
Y and/or Z directions. The system combines concepts to 
produce coalescers Wherein ?ber diameter, pore siZe and/or 
porosity vary as a function of depth giving performance 
advantages. There is no need to produce separate multiple 
layers in serial fashion, Whether each layer is produced 
independently by different melt bloWing machines and the 
un?nished element is transferred from machine to machine, 
or Whether layering is accomplished by aligning multiple 
dies in serial fashion along the Z direction and continuously 
producing tubular elements that groW or progress in the 
same Z direction, With the ?nished element cut to length 
after the last die, With each die in the series producing a 
different layer With its oWn properties. 

[0036] The parent application provides a method of mak 
ing a coalescer element 15 by melt bloWing a plurality of 
polymer ?bers 7 onto a collector 8, and during the melt 
bloWing, varying the diameter of individual ?bers along 
their length such that an individual ?ber has dilfering 
diameters at different points along its length. Fibers 7 are 
melt bloWn from die 3 ejecting melted polymer through 
spinnerets 6 to produce the ?bers. Fiber diameter is varied 
along the length of the ?ber during ?ber production. Col 
lector 8 is spaced from die 3, and in one embodiment ?ber 
diameter along the length of the ?ber is varied during ?ber 
production by varying the spacing betWeen collector 8 and 
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die 3. When collector 8 is a rotating mandrel 9 in such 
embodiment, ?ber diameter is varied along the length of the 
?ber during ?ber production by varying the relative position 
of die 3 and mandrel 9 relative to one another along at least 
one of the X and Y axes. In another embodiment, ?ber 
diameter is varied along the length of the ?ber during ?ber 
production by varying polymeric throughput through spin 
nerets 6. Polymer is ejected through spinnerets 6 into a 
pressurized gas stream, as noted above, to produce ?bers 7. 
In another embodiment, ?ber diameter is varied along the 
length of the ?ber during ?ber production by varying at least 
one of the gas pressure and gas ?oW rate. In another 
embodiment When collector 8 is a rotating mandrel 9, ?ber 
diameter is varied along the length of the ?ber during ?ber 
production by varying the speed of rotation of mandrel 9. In 
another embodiment, ?ber diameter is varied along the 
length of the ?ber during ?ber production by varying the 
temperature of the melted polymer. In another embodiment, 
tWo polymers are used simultaneously in the die to produce 
a bi-modal ?ber distribution, With ?ber diameter of each 
mode being varied as above described. In one embodiment, 
the tWo polymers have different melting points. In the 
preferred embodiment of the noted methods, ?ber diameter 
is varied along the length of the ?ber during ?ber production 
While the ?bers are being melt bloWn from die 3. 

[0037] When collector 8 is a rotating mandrel 9, the 
rotating mandrel collects and rolls ?bers 7 into an annular 
element roll 15 having an inner region 1511 at the mandrel, 
and having an outer region 150 spaced radially outWardly of 
inner region 1511 by the radial thickness of the element roll. 
Element roll 15 has a depth dimension along such radial 
thickness. Fiber diameter is varied along the length of the 
?ber during ?ber production such that ?ber diameter varies 
as a function of element depth. In one embodiment, as noted, 
?ber diameter is varied along the length of the ?ber during 
?ber production to provide a ?rst annular region such as 1511 
of a ?rst ?ber diameter, and a second annular region such as 
15b and/or 150 of a second ?ber diameter different than the 
?rst ?ber diameter and of the same individual melt bloWn 
?ber. An individual ?ber is melt bloWn from die 3. Such 
individual ?ber is rolled on mandrel 9 to form the noted ?rst 
annular region. The same such given individual ?ber is 
rolled on the ?rst annular region to form a second annular 
region such as 15b, and the same such given individual ?ber 
is further rolled on second annular region 15b to form a third 
annular region such as 150, and so on as desired. The given 
individual ?ber is rolled at the noted ?rst diameter in ?rst 
annular region 1511, then the ?ber diameter of the same such 
given individual ?ber is gradually varied to a second diam 
eter, and then the same such given individual ?ber is rolled 
at such second ?ber diameter in second annular region 15b, 
and so on. The given individual ?ber may be rolled in other 
annular regions in sequential steps but still rolling the same 
such given individual ?ber, thus providing the noted conti 
nuity and gradual changes and avoiding the above noted 
step-change discontinuities. The change in diameter of the 
given individual ?ber occurs gradually during melt bloWing, 
and the change from region to region across the radial 
thickness and depth of the element is gradual. 

[0038] One of the inner and outer regions 15a and 150 is 
at an upstream surface, and the other of the inner and outer 
regions 15a and 150 is at a doWnstream surface. The 
direction of How is from upstream to doWnstream. For 
example, in an inside-out ?oW geometry, region 1511 is at the 
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upstream surface, and region 150 is at the downstream 
surface. In an outside-in ?oW geometry, outer region 150 is 
at the upstream surface, and inner region 1511 is at the 
downstream surface. In one embodiment, as above noted, 
?ber diameter is varied along the length of the ?ber during 
?ber production to vary ?ber diameter as a function of 
element depth such that ?ber diameter decreases With 
increasing depth into the element along the How direction. 
Further in such embodiment, the ?bers are rolled such that 
porosity also decreases With increasing depth into the ele 
ment along the How direction. In another embodiment, ?ber 
diameter along the length of the ?ber is varied during ?ber 
production to vary ?ber diameter as a function of element 
depth such that ?ber diameter increases With increasing 
depth into the element along the How direction. Further in 
such embodiment, the ?bers are rolled such that porosity 
also increases With increasing depth into the element along 
the How direction. In another embodiment, ?ber diameter 
along the length of the ?ber is varied during ?ber production 
to vary ?ber diameter as a function of element depth such 
that ?ber diameter decreases With increasing depth into the 
element along the How direction from upstream to mid depth 
15b, and then increases With increasing depth into the 
element along the How direction from mid depth 15b to 
doWnstream. These characteristics are shoWn in FIG. 3 at 
U-shaped pro?le 23. Further in such embodiment, the ?bers 
are rolled such that porosity decreases With increasing depth 
into the element along the How direction from upstream to 
mid depth 15b, and then increases With increasing depth into 
the element along the How direction from mid depth 15b to 
doWnstream. Typically, ?ber diameter and porosity folloW 
the same increasing or decreasing trend With respect to 
element depth, hoWever not necessarily. For example, an 
element may have decreasing ?ber diameter While porosity 
increases, or vice versa. 

[0039] The system further provides a method of making a 
coalescer by melt bloWing a plurality of polymer ?bers onto 
a collector, and during the melt bloWing, controllably vary 
ing the porosity of the coalescer formed by the ?bers, e. g. by 
varying ?ber diameter as above described and/or by the 
noted rolling. In one embodiment, porosity decreases With 
increasing depth into the coalescer. In another embodiment, 
porosity increases With increasing depth into the coalescer. 
In another embodiment, porosity decreases With increasing 
depth into the coalescer from upstream to mid depth 15b, 
and then increases With increasing depth into the coalescer 
from mid depth 15b to doWnstream, FIG. 3. In a further 
embodiment, porosity is controllably varied by providing a 
compression roller 16 engaging and applying pressure 
against coalescer element roll 15 at the outer surface at 
region 150 during formation thereof. In a further embodi 
ment, porosity is varied to provide a ?rst annular region such 
as 1511 of a ?rst porosity, a second annular region such as 15b 
of a second porosity different than the ?rst porosity and of 
the same individual melt bloWn ?ber, and a third annular 
region such as 150 of a third porosity different than the ?rst 
and/or second porosity and of the same individual melt 
bloWn ?ber, and so on. A given individual ?ber is melt bloWn 
from die 3. Such given individual ?ber is rolled on mandrel 
9 to form ?rst annular region 15a, and the same such given 
individual ?ber is rolled on ?rst annular region 1511 to form 
second annular region 15b, and so on. 

[0040] The parent application provides a coalescer having 
a plurality of melt bloWn ?bers Wherein the diameter of an 
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individual ?ber varies along the length of the ?ber such that 
an individual ?ber has differing diameters at different points 
along its length. Fiber diameter is varied along the length of 
the ?ber to provide an individual ?ber having differing 
diameters at different points along its length such that ?ber 
diameter of such individual ?ber varies as a function of 
coalescer depth. The coalescer has a ?rst region such as 1511 
of a ?rst ?ber diameter, a second region such as 15b of a 
second ?ber diameter different than the ?rst ?ber diameter 
and of the same individual melt bloWn ?ber, and so on. As 
above noted, the change in ?ber diameter is gradual to avoid 
the noted discontinuities and step-changes and the noted 
disadvantages inherent therein. In one embodiment, ?ber 
diameter varies along the length of the individual ?ber to 
vary ?ber diameter as a function of element depth such that 
?ber diameter along the individual ?ber decreases With 
increasing depth into the element. Further in such embodi 
ment, porosity also preferably decreases With increasing 
depth into the element. In another embodiment, ?ber diam 
eter varies along the length of the individual ?ber to vary 
?ber diameter as a function of element depth such that ?ber 
diameter along the individual ?ber increases With increasing 
depth into the element. In such embodiment, porosity also 
preferably increases With increasing depth into the element. 
In another embodiment, ?ber diameter varies along the 
length of the individual ?ber to vary ?ber diameter as a 
function of element depth such that ?ber diameter along the 
individual ?ber decreases With increasing depth into the 
element from upstream to mid depth 15b, and then increases 
With increasing depth into the element from mid depth 15b 
to doWnstream, FIG. 3. In such embodiment, porosity pref 
erably decreases With increasing depth into the element from 
upstream to mid depth 15b, and then increases With increas 
ing depth into the element from mid depth 15b to doWn 
stream. The system provides a coalescer produced by the 
noted method of making a coalescer including melt bloWing 
a plurality of polymer ?bers onto a collector, and during the 
melt bloWing, varying the diameter of individual ?bers 
along their length such that an individual ?ber has differing 
diameters at different points along its length. 

[0041] The system and method also provides a coalescer 
having a plurality of melt bloWn ?bers, With the coalescer 
having an upstream surface spaced from a doWnstream 
surface by a depth dimension therebetWeen, With the coa 
lescer having a ?rst depth region of a ?rst porosity, and a 
second depth region doWnstream of the ?rst depth region 
and of a second porosity different than the ?rst porosity and 
of the same individual melt bloWn ?ber of the ?rst region. 
As above noted, the change is gradual to avoid the noted 
disadvantages of discontinuities or step-changes. In one 
embodiment, porosity decreases With increasing depth into 
the coalescer element. In another embodiment, porosity 
increases With increasing depth into the element. In another 
embodiment, porosity decreases With increasing depth into 
the element from upstream to mid depth 15b, and then 
increases With increasing depth into the element from mid 
depth 15b to doWnstream, FIG. 3. The system provides a 
coalescer produced by the noted method of making a coa 
lescer by melt bloWing a plurality of polymer ?bers onto a 
collector, and during the melt bloWing, controllably varying 
the porosity of the coalescer formed by the ?bers. 

[0042] It is expected that numerous of the above tech 
niques may also be applied to particulate ?lters. For 
example, in a solids ?lter embodiment, the same polymer 
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mixture may be used to achieve a bi-modal distribution, and 
the distance betWeen the die 3 and mandrel 9 is increased at 
the beginning of element production at region 15a, then 
gradually decreased as the diameter of the element and the 
thickness of the media increases from region 1511 to region 
15b and 150. As in the above example, this is accomplished 
by moving die 3 and mandrel 9 relative to one another in X 
and Z directions. This results in an element structure With 
?ner ?bers of both types in region 1511 to facilitate the 
removal of ?ne particles at the doWnstream side of the 
element for outside-in ?oW geometry, and coarse particle 
and sludge removal by coarse ?bers at the upstream side 150 
in such outside-in ?oW geometry. Fiber diameter is at a 
minimum at region 1511 and gradually increases to an 
increased ?ber diameter at region 15b and continues to 
increase to a maximum ?ber diameter at region 150. Porosity 
is at a minimum at region 1511 and increases to a higher 
porosity at region 15b and continues to increase to a maxi 
mum porosity at region 150. Fiber diameter and porosity 
thus change as a function of distance from mandrel 9, i.e. as 
a function of radial thickness and ?lter depth dimension. 
This results in a net lowering of the total restriction across 
the ?lter element because restriction and ef?ciency gradually 
increase as the ?uid penetrates further into the element. The 
gradual change in both ?ber diameter and porosity avoids 
the How and contaminant build-up discontinuities inherent 
in multi-media ?lters of multiple layers or sheets of different 
?lter media of different ?ber diameter and/or porosity. The 
noted gradual change eliminates step-change discontinuities 
and reduces restriction and increases service life. 

Present Application 

[0043] The folloWing description uses like reference 
numerals from above Where appropriate to facilitate under 
standing. 
[0044] The present system provides a method of making a 
?lter element 30, similar to ?lter element 15, including using 
one or more dies 3, 32, 34, etc., spinning ?bers 7, 36, 38 onto 
collector 8. The above noted coordinate system of FIG. 1 is 
also illustrated in FIG. 4, namely X, Y, Z axes orthogonal to 
each other, With the X and Y axes de?ning an X-Y plane 
transverse to the Z axis. Collector 8 is a rotating mandrel 9 
rotating about the Z axis. A ?rst of the dies, e.g. die 3, is 
spaced from mandrel 9 along the X axis, and at least a 
second of the dies such as die 32 is spaced from ?rst die 3 
along at least one of the X-Y plane and the Z axis, to be 
described. In the preferred embodiment, the method includes 
effecting relative movement of the collector and at least one 
of the dies during or before rotating, to determine a ?lter 
characteristic. The method includes spinning a ?rst set of 
?bers 7 from a ?rst of the dies, e.g. die 3, and spinning a 
second set of ?bers 36 from a second of the dies 32, and 
spinning a third set of ?bers 38 from a third of the dies 34, 
etc. One embodiment includes spinning a ?rst set of ?bers 
of a given ?lter characteristic from a ?rst of the dies, and 
spinning a second set of ?bers of the same such given ?lter 
characteristic from a second of the dies, and so on, to 
increase production speed. In another embodiment, the 
method includes spinning a ?rst set of ?bers 7 of a ?rst ?lter 
characteristic from a ?rst of a plurality of dies, e.g. die 3, and 
spinning a second set of ?bers 36 of a second different 
characteristic from a second of the dies 32, and spinning a 
third set of ?bers 38 from a third of the dies 34, etc. The ?lter 
characteristic is preferably selected from the group consist 
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ing of porosity, Wettability, surface energy, ?ber diameter, 
?ber material, and ?ber distribution as noted above. In a 
further embodiment, the method includes spinning a ?rst set 
of ?bers 7 in a ?rst ?lter pattern from a ?rst die 3, and 
spinning a second set of ?bers 36 in a second ?lter pattern 
from a second die 32, and so on. In the preferred embodi 
ment, the spinning step is a ?ber spinning step selected from 
the group consisting of melt spinning, melt bloWing, spun 
bonding, electrospinning, and air laying. 

[0045] In various ?lter and coalescer applications, it is 
desirable for ?lter characteristics such as physical and 
chemical properties of the ?lter media, including localiZed 
?ber diameter siZe, distribution, porosity, and Wettability, to 
vary as a function of depth. For example, in solid particulate 
?lter applications, it is desirable for porosity and ?ber 
diameter to decrease With depth into the media in order to 
increase the dust holding capacity and life of the ?lter. In 
coalescer applications, it is desirable to for porosity to 
decrease With depth into the media and then increase again 
to facilitate drainage. It is also desirable to vary the coalescer 
media Wettability characteristics as a function of depth, in 
order to improve droplet capture and drainage of coalesced 
drops. By using different ?lter materials such as glass ?bers 
or different polymer chemistry, one can achieve higher 
degrees of ?ltration, loWer pressure drop, and higher effi 
ciency if the media is layered correctly. 

[0046] The present system provides re?nements to the 
above noted manufacturing process to produce ?lter ele 
ments such that media properties and ?lter characteristics 
vary as a function of depth. These re?nements increase the 
speed and ?exibility of ?lter element production. The system 
includes the use of multiple dies operating from different 
orientations and/or positions With respect to the ?lter ele 
ment forming mandrel, respective dies spinning ?ber under 
different or the same conditions, spinning ?bers of con 
trolled diameter, porosity, and chemistries, controlling and 
varying ?ber production spinning process conditions, eg 
polymer ?oW rate, polymer temperature, air pressure, air 
?oW rate, air temperature, mandrel axial velocity relative to 
the dies, mandrel rotational velocity, distance and angle 
betWeen the die and mandrel, and polymer type during 
element production, to form ?lter elements Whose media 
properties and ?lter characteristics vary as a function of 
depth. 

[0047] In one embodiment, the method involves serially 
spinning ?bers from different dies such that a ?rst set of 
?bers 7 are spun onto rotating mandrel 9 from ?rst die 3 
forming a ?rst annular Zone 30a FIG. 5, of the ?rst set of 
?bers 7, and then a second set of ?bers 36 are spun onto 
rotating mandrel 9 from second die 32 forming a second 
annular Zone 30b of the second set of ?bers 36, and then a 
third set of ?bers 38 are spun onto rotating mandrel 9 from 
third die 34 forming a third annular Zone 300 of the third set 
of ?bers 38, and so on. In the embodiment of FIGS. 4, 5, 
second die 32 is spaced from ?rst die 3 along the noted X-Y 
plane, and second annular Zone 30b is radially outWard of 
?rst annular Zone 30a. Third die 34 is spaced from ?rst and 
second dies 3 and 32 along the noted X-Y plane, and third 
annular Zone 300 is radially outWard of second annular Zone 
30b. The method involves spinning ?bers from second die 
32 serially sequentially after ?rst die 3, and spinning ?bers 
from third die 34 serially sequentially after second die 32. In 
one embodiment, at least one parameter is varied from die 
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to die such that at least one ?lter characteristic varies as a 
function of radial depth into the ?lter element. For example, 
at least one of the following parameters is varied: polymer 
?oW rate, polymer temperature; air pressure; air ?oW rate; 
air temperature; mandrel axial velocity along the Z axis 
relative to the dies; mandrel rotational velocity about the Z 
axis; distance and angle betWeen at least one die and the 
mandrel; polymer type. In one embodiment, the method 
involves varying ?ber diameter during spinning, as noted 
above, such that ?ber diameter decreases from ?rst annular 
Zone 3011 to second annular Zone 30b, and then increases 
from second annular Zone 30b to third annular Zone 300, to 
provide varying ?ber diameter along a U-shaped pro?le, 
FIG. 3, in a plot of element depth along an abscissa versus 
?ber diameter along an ordinate, With minimum ?ber at the 
bight of the U at mid depth. In another embodiment, the 
method involves varying porosity, as above noted, during 
spinning such that porosity decreases from ?rst annular Zone 
30a to second annular Zone 30b, and then increases from 
second annular Zone 30b to third annular Zone 300, to 
provide varying porosity along a U-shaped pro?le, FIG. 3, 
in a plot of element depth along an abscissa versus porosity 
along an ordinate, With minimum porosity at the bight of the 
U at mid depth. In various embodiments, during the noted 
?ber spinning and the rotating of mandrel 9 about the Z axis, 
one of the dies 3, 32, 34 and/or mandrel 9 are translated 
along the Z axis. FIG. 4 shoWs the three dies 3, 32, 34, 
spaced from each other in the X-Y plane by 90°. In another 
embodiment Which may be preferred in various applications, 
the dies are spaced from each other by 60°, FIG. 5. 

[0048] In the system of FIGS. 4, 5, tWo, three or more dies 
may be used. Each die may supply a different or the same 
polymer or polymer mixture and be activated at different 
times corresponding to different depths into the ?lter media 
element, to produce different desired ?lter characteristics. 
Each die may be independently controlled, in terms of 
spatial location With respect to the mandrel, polymer 
throughput, air pressure, How rate, mandrel/collector speed, 
temperature. Various types of ?ber spinning, e.g. melt spin 
ning, melt bloWing, spun bonding, electrospinning, air lay 
ing, etc., may be used for desired characteristics, eg dif 
ferent types of polymer may be melt bloWn or air laid to 
achieve the desired characteristics, eg porosity, ?ber diam 
eter, Wettability, chemical compatibility. In the disclosed 
embodiment, the three dies are used to produce a ?lter 
element With three Zones or layers. Other embodiments may 
use other numbers of dies. Within each Zone or layer there 
are continuous ?bers from start to ?nish of the layer and 
forming, if desired, varying ?ber diameter and porosity 
Within each layer. Once a layer or Zone is formed, ?ber 
production from the corresponding die is halted, and pro 
duction of a different type of ?ber from a different die is 
initiated. This alloWs ?lter elements With depth pro?les that 
vary in terms of ?ber diameter, pororsity, chemistry, and 
Wettability. For example, to produce a crankcase ventilation 
coalescer With inside to outside How, the ?rst die 3 may be 
used to melt bloW a polyethyleneterterephthalate (PET) 
layer With ?ber diameter starting at 20 um and decreasing to 
5 um. This die can then be deactivated, and the second die 
32 activated to air lay a microglass layer With one micron 
?ber diameter. The second die 32 may then be deactivated, 
and the third die 34 activated to melt bloW a polyphenylene 
sul?de (PPS) layer starting at 5 pm and increasing to 20 um. 
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This provides a ?lter element With graded ?ber diameter and 
Wettability characteristics suitable for the noted application. 

[0049] In another embodiment, the method involves 
simultaneously spinning ?bers from different dies during a 
?rst time increment to form a ?rst annular Zone 30d, FIG. 6, 
then varying at least one parameter and simultaneously 
spinning ?bers from the different dies during a second 
serially sequential time increment to form a second annular 
Zone 30e, then varying at least one parameter and simulta 
neously spinning ?bers from the different dies during a third 
serially sequential time increment to form a third annular 
Zone 30], and so on. In a tWo die embodiment, the ?rst 
annular Zone has ?rst and second subZones 30d-1 and 30d-2, 
With the ?rst subZone 30d-1 having ?bers spun from ?rst die 
3 during the ?rst time increment, and the second subZone 
30d-2 having ?bers spun from second die 32 during the ?rst 
time increment. In the case of a three die embodiment, ?rst 
annular Zone 30d additionally has a third subZone 30d-3 
having ?bers spun from third die 34 during the noted ?rst 
time increment. Second annular Zone 30e has subZone 30e-1 
having ?bers spun from die 3 during the noted second time 
increment, and has subZone 30e-2 having ?bers spun from 
die 32 during the noted second time increment, and has 
subZone 30e-3 having ?bers spun from die 34 during the 
noted second time increment. Third annular Zone 30f has 
subZone 30fl1 having ?bers spun from die 3 during the noted 
third time increment, and has subZone 30fl2 having ?bers 
spun from die 32 during the noted third time increment, and 
has subZone 30f-3 having ?bers spun from die 34 during the 
noted third time increment, and so on. In the preferred 
embodiment, at least one of the noted subZones has a 
different ?lter characteristic than at least another of the 
subZones. In one embodiment, the subZones are formed as 
folloWs: subZone 30d-1 is 20 um PET, subZone 30d-2 is 10 
um glass; subZone 30d-3 is 20 um PPS; subZone 30e-1 is 5 
pm PET; subZone 30e-2 is 1 pm glass; subZone 30e-3 is 5 pm 
PPS; subZone 30fl1 is 20 um PET; subZone 30/42 is 10 um 
glass; subZone 30f-3 is 20 um PPS. 

[0050] In the noted continuous ?ber production embodi 
ment, each die is used to continually spin ?ber during 
element production, so that for each rotation of mandrel 9, 
three layers of media are simultaneously laid doWn, With 
selectably different physical or chemical properties and 
characteristics. The ?ber production conditions for each of 
the three layers are independently varied in order to achieve 
a graded structure. Accordingly, three different closely asso 
ciated ?ber layers are continuously being laid onto the 
element, but the relative amounts and characteristics of each 
layer are continually adjusted to optimiZe performance. The 
amount and characteristics of ?ber laid doWn by each die 
varies as a function of time and element depth. Since the 
three layers are intimately associated, gradual transitions 
among ?ber diameter, porosity, Wettability, and structural 
properties can be obtained and used to advantage, for 
example to Wick captured oil aWay from the capture layers 
more quickly. Fiber diameter, porosity, Wettability, and ?ber 
chemistry may be varied as a function of depth. 

[0051] In another embodiment, FIG. 7, dies are axially 
aligned With each other along the noted Z axis, as shoWn at 
dies 3 and 40. The dies may have the same axial length, FIG. 
8, or may have different axial lengths as shoWn in FIG. 9 at 
3 and 42. More than tWo dies may be axially aligned, for 
example as shoWn in FIG. 10 at 3, 44, 46, 48, and Which may 
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have the same axial length, FIG. 11, or may have different 
axial lengths as shown in FIG. 12 at 3, 50, 52, 54. Another 
set of dies 56, 58, FIG. 13, may be axially aligned With each 
other along and be laterally offset from dies 3 and 40. Dies 
3, 40, 56, 58 may have the same axial length, FIG. 14, or 
may have different axial lengths as shoWn in FIG. 15 at 3, 
60, 62, 64. In one embodiment, FIG. 16, the dies have 
staggered lengths along the Z axis as shoWn at 3, 66, 68, 70, 
such that die 66 overlaps dies 68 and 70, and such that die 
68 overlaps dies 3 and 66. Staggered lengths providing 
overlap is also illustrated in FIGS. 17, 18, 19. 

[0052] The noted axially spaced and laterally offset die 
combinations provide multiple dies axially aligned and 
laterally offset in side by side relation With respect to 
mandrel 9. As the ?lter element 30 is formed, the mandrel 
and/or the dies move back and forth in a controlled axial 
direction along the Z axis creating neW uniform media 
characteristics and coverage along the length of the ?lter 
element. In order to ensure uniform coverage along the 
element length, the relative axial distance of travel for each 
die should cover the entire length of the element, i.e. one or 
more dies Will go past the end of the element at each end of 
the element producing some excess Which should be 
trimmed off. In some cases, it may be desirable for the 
element to have differing ?ber characteristics With respect to 
element length, and it may be unnecessary to trim the 
element. It may be desirable to use a common hopper and 
melt pump to feed each die, With different ?ber spinning 
and/or polymer and/or air ?oW rates, pressures, and/or 
temperatures for each die in order to create localiZed media 
layers of the same ?ber or polymer With different ?ber 
diameter and porosity characteristics resulting from each 
die. Several different methods can be used to vary the 
characteristics of the ?ber generated by the various dies, 
including but not limited to: controlling the air ?oW rate, 
pressure, temperature independently; controlling the poly 
mer ?oW rate, pressure, temperature independently; using 
dies With differing length and noZZle dimensions; and/or 
using independent hoppers and melt pumps to alloW differ 
ent polymers to be used for each die. During production of 
a ?lter element, ?ber and/or molten polymer can be con 
tinuously or intermittently spun or bloWn onto the mandrel 
to produce the desired structure and composition. The rota 
tional and axial speed of the mandrel can be varied to 
optimiZe the production rate and control the orientation of 
?ber With the formed element. Further sets of dies may be 
laterally or circumferentially offset from other dies, e.g. 
FIGS. 13-19, to increase the amount of ?ber produced per 
unit time, and increase production speed. 
[0053] In the preferred embodiment, the noted effective 
relative movement betWeen collector 8 and at least one of 
the dies 3, 32, 34, etc., occurs during the noted rotating of 
mandrel 9 during ?ber spinning. In an alternative, such 
effective relative movement occurs before such rotating, e.g. 
during set-up betWeen ?lter elements, in preparation for 
forming the next ?lter element. The dies have a plurality of 
die openings 6 aligned along a roW such as 11. In one 
embodiment, roW 11 is aligned parallel to the Z axis. In 
another embodiment, roW 11 is aligned along a direction 
obliquely skeWed relative to the Z axis. In a further embodi 
ment, only a single die 3 is provided for spinning ?bers onto 
collector 8 in the noted coordinate system, and the roW 11 of 
die openings 6 extends along a direction obliquely skeWed 
relative to the Z axis. In one form, roW 11 extends betWeen 
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?rst and second ends, With the ?rst end of roW 11 being 
spaced from mandrel 9 by a ?rst spacing distance along the 
X axis, and the second end of roW 11 being spaced from 
mandrel 9 by a second spacing distance along the X axis, 
With the noted second spacing distance being greater than 
the noted ?rst spacing distance. The X and Z axes de?ne an 
X-Z plane, and in the latter noted embodiment, roW 11 lies 
in such X-Z plane. In a further form, roW 11 of the die 
openings 6 extends betWeen ?rst and second ends, With the 
?rst end of roW 11 being spaced from mandrel 9 by a ?rst 
spacing distance along the X axis, and With the second end 
of roW 11 being spaced from mandrel 9 by a second spacing 
distance along the X and Y axes, With the noted second 
spacing distance being greater than the noted ?rst spacing 
distance. In such latter noted form, roW 11 is oblique to the 
X-Y plane. 

[0054] In the foregoing description, certain terms have 
been used for brevity, cleamess, and understanding. No 
unnecessary limitations are to implied therefrom beyond the 
requirement of the prior art because such terms are used for 
descriptive purposes and are intended to be broadly con 
strued. The different con?gurations, methods, and systems 
described herein may be used alone or in combination With 
other con?gurations, methods, and systems. It is to be 
expected that various equivalents, alternatives and modi? 
cations are possible Within the scope of the appended claims. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method of making a ?lter element comprising spin 

ning ?bers from a plurality of dies onto a collector in a 
coordinate system having X, Y, Z axes orthogonal to each, 
said X and Y axes de?ning an X-Y plane transverse to said 
Z axis, Wherein said collector comprises a rotating mandrel 
rotating about said Z axis, and comprising spacing at least a 
?rst of said dies from said mandrel along said X axis, and 
spacing at least a second of said dies from said ?rst die along 
at least one of said X-Y plane and said Z axis, and effecting 
relative movement of said collector and at least one of said 
dies during or before said rotating, to determine a ?lter 
characteristic. 

2. The method according to claim 1 comprising spinning 
a ?rst set of ?bers from a ?rst of said dies, and spinning a 
second set of ?bers from a second of said dies. 

3. The method according to claim 1 comprising spinning 
a ?rst set of ?bers of a given ?lter characteristic from a ?rst 
of said dies, and spinning a second set of ?bers of the same 
said given ?lter characteristic from a second of said dies, to 
increase production speed. 

4. The method according to claim 1 comprising spinning 
a ?rst set of ?bers of a ?rst ?lter characteristic from a ?rst 
of said dies, and spinning a second set of ?bers of a second 
different ?lter characteristic from a second of said dies. 

5. The method according to claim 4 Wherein each of said 
?lter characteristics is selected from the group consisting of: 
porosity; Wettability; surface energy; ?ber diameter; ?ber 
material; and ?ber distribution. 

6. The method according to claim 1 comprising spinning 
a ?rst set of ?bers in a ?rst ?lter pattern from a ?rst of said 
dies, and spinning a second set of ?bers in a second different 
?lter pattern from a second of said dies. 

7. The method according to claim 1 Wherein said spinning 
step is a ?ber spinning step selected from the group con 
sisting of: melt spinning; melt bloWing; spun bonding; 
electrospinning; air laying. 
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8. The method according to claim 1 comprising serially 
spinning ?bers from different said dies such that a ?rst set of 
?bers is spun onto said rotating mandrel from said ?rst die 
forming a ?rst annular Zone of said ?rst set of ?bers, and 
then a second set of ?bers is spun onto said rotating mandrel 
from said second die forming a second annular Zone of said 
second set of ?bers. 

9. The method according to claim 8 comprising spacing 
said second die from said ?rst die along said X-Y plane, and 
Wherein said second annular Zone is radially outWard of said 
?rst annular Zone. 

10. The method according to claim 9 comprising varying 
at least one parameter from die to die such that at least one 
?lter characteristic varies as a function of radial depth into 
said ?lter element. 

11. The method according to claim 10 Wherein said 
parameter is selected from the group consisting of: polymer 
?oW rate; polymer temperature; air pressure; air ?oW rate; 
air temperature; mandrel axial velocity along said Z axis 
relative to said dies; mandrel rotational velocity about said 
Z axis; distance and angle betWeen said dies and said 
mandrel; and polymer type. 

12. The method according to claim 9 comprising spacing 
a third of said dies from said ?rst and second dies along said 
X-Y plane, and spinning ?bers from said third die serially 
sequentially after said second die, such that a third set of 
?bers is spun onto said rotating mandrel from said third die 
forming a third annular Zone of said third set of ?bers, 
Wherein said third annular Zone is radially outWard of said 
second annular Zone. 

13. The method according to claim 12 comprising varying 
?ber diameter during said spinning such that ?ber diameter 
decreases from said ?rst annular Zone to said second annular 
Zone, and then increases from said second annular Zone to 
said third annular Zone, to provide varying ?ber diameter 
along a U-shaped pro?le in a plot of element depth along an 
abscissa versus ?ber diameter along an ordinate, With mini 
mum ?ber diameter at the bight of the U at mid depth. 

14. The method according to claim 12 comprising varying 
porosity during said spinning such that porosity decreases 
from said ?rst annular Zone to said second annular Zone, and 
then increases from said second annular Zone to said third 
annular Zone to provide varying porosity along a U-shaped 
pro?le in a plot of element depth along an abscissa versus 
porosity along an ordinate, With minimum porosity at the 
bight of the U at mid depth. 

15. The method according to claim 8 comprising, during 
said spinning and said rotating, translating at least one of 
said mandrel and said dies along said Z axis. 

16. The method according to claim 1 comprising simul 
taneously spinning ?bers from different said dies during a 
?rst time increment to form a ?rst annular Zone, then varying 
at least one parameter and simultaneously spinning ?bers 
from said di?ferent dies during a second serially sequential 
time increment to form a second annular Zone, said ?rst 
annular Zone comprising ?rst and second subZones, said ?rst 
subZone having ?bers spun from said ?rst die during said 
?rst time increment, said second subZone having ?bers spun 
from said second die during said ?rst time increment, said 
second annular Zone having third and fourth subZones, said 
third subZone having ?bers spun from said ?rst die during 
said second time increment said fourth subZone having 
?bers spun from said second die during said second time 
increment. 
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17. The method according to claim 16 Wherein at least one 
of said subZones has a different ?lter characteristic than at 
least another of said subZones. 

18. The method according to claim 1 comprising aligning 
said ?rst and second dies With each other along said Z axis. 

19. The method according to claim 18 comprising align 
ing third and fourth dies With each other along said Z axis 
and laterally o?‘set from said ?rst and second dies. 

20. The method according to claim 19 comprising pro 
viding said dies With staggered lengths along said Z axis 
such that said second die overlaps said third and fourth dies, 
and such that said third die overlaps said ?rst and second 
dies. 

21. The method according to claim 1 comprising e?fecting 
said relative movement during said rotating. 

22. The method according to claim 1 comprising e?fecting 
said relative movement before said rotating. 

23. The method according to claim 1 Wherein at least one 
of said dies has a plurality of die openings aligned along a 
roW, and comprising aligning said roW parallel to said Z axis. 

24. The method according to claim 1 Wherein at least one 
of said dies has a plurality of die openings aligned along a 
roW, and comprising aligning said roW along a direction 
obliquely skeWed relative to said Z axis. 

25. Apparatus for making a ?lter element, comprising a 
collector, and a plurality of dies for spinning ?bers onto said 
collector in a coordinate system having X, Y, Z axes 
orthogonal to each other, said X and Y axes de?ning an X-Y 
plane transverse to said Z axis, Wherein said collector 
comprises a rotating mandrel rotating about said Z axis, and 
comprising at least a ?rst of said dies spaced from said 
mandrel along said Z axis, and a second of said dies spaced 
from said ?rst die along at least one of said X-Y plane and 
said Z axis, Wherein there is relative movement betWeen said 
collector and at least one of said dies during or before said 
rotating, to determine a ?lter characteristic. 

26. The apparatus according to claim 25 comprising a 
third of said dies spaced from said ?rst and second dies 
along said X-Y plane. 

27. The apparatus according to claim 25 Wherein said ?rst 
and second dies are aligned With each other along said Z 
axis. 

28. The apparatus according to claim 27 comprising third 
and fourth of said dies aligned With each other along said Z 
axis and laterally o?‘set from said ?rst and second dies. 

29. The apparatus according to claim 28 Wherein said dies 
have staggered lengths along said Z axis such that said 
second die overlaps said third and fourth dies, and such that 
said third die overlaps said ?rst and second dies. 

30. The apparatus according to claim 25 Wherein said 
relative movement is e?fected during said rotating. 

31. The apparatus according to claim 25 Wherein said 
relative movement is e?fected before said rotating. 

32. The apparatus according to claim 25 Wherein at least 
one of said dies has a plurality of die openings aligned along 
a roW, and Wherein said roW is aligned parallel to said Z axis. 

33. The apparatus according to claim 25 Wherein at least 
one of said dies has a plurality of die openings aligned along 
a roW, and Wherein said roW is aligned along a direction 
obliquely skeWed relative to said Z axis. 

34. Apparatus for making a ?lter element, comprising a 
collector, and a die for spinning ?bers onto said collector in 
a coordinate system having X, Y, Z axes orthogonal to each 
other, said X and Y axes de?ning an X-Y plane transverse to 
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said Z axis, said collector comprising a rotating mandrel 
rotating about said Z axis, said die being spaced from said 
mandrel along said X axis, said die having a plurality of die 
openings aligned along a roW, said roW extending along a 
direction obliquely skeWed relative to said Z axis. 

35. The apparatus according to claim 34 Wherein said roW 

extends betWeen ?rst and second ends, said ?rst end being 
spaced from said mandrel by a ?rst spacing distance along 
said X axis, said second end being spaced from said mandrel 
by a second spacing distance along said X axis, said second 
spacing distance being greater than said ?rst spacing dis 
tance. 
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36. The apparatus according to claim 34 Wherein said X 
and Z axes de?ne an X-Z plane, and Wherein said roW lies 
in said X-Z plane. 

37. The apparatus according to claim 34 Wherein said roW 
extends betWeen ?rst and second ends, said ?rst end being 
spaced from said mandrel by a ?rst spacing distance along 
said X axis, said second end being spaced from said mandrel 
by a second spacing distance along said X and Y axes, said 
second spacing distance being greater than said ?rst spacing 
distance. 

38. The apparatus according to claim 34 Wherein said X 
and Z axes de?ne an X-Z plane, and Wherein said roW is 
oblique to said X-Z plane. 

* * * * * 


